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Project Description: 
 
• This novella for children aged 9-12 uses a mixture of historical fact and fantasy to provide a narrative where the 
protagonist has to overcome various obstacles in order to gain acceptance into his own culture. The male-
centred Viking culture is lightly satirised as one of comical aggression and greed.  In contrast, I have invented a 
character – a mountain troll – who goes beyond the usual negative associations of trolls, and who provides 
friendship for the boy – a magical helper in structuralist terms. But it is the girl warrior Morag who helps Splot 
succeed in his quest. Once they are reclassified as heroes by his community, Splot decrees that girls will no 
longer be prohibited from joining Viking training school. So there is a gentle feminist theme 
 
• On a more theoretical level, Splot the Viking is aimed at influencing young readers in terms of bibliotherapy: 
reading the story is hoped to empower them to feel they can have agency in constructing the story of their life. 
Splot, formerly a figure of ridicule and mild bullying, displays courage and mediation skills in order to succeed 
 
